COVID REHEARSAL PROCEDURES
CREATED SUMMER 2020
LAST UPDATED SEPTEMBER 2021
The following rehearsal procedures have been developed based on the
recommendations of Public Health Ontario and Toronto Public Health, and with
reference to health & safety resources from Production Managers of Ontario (PMO).
All cas and eam members ill ha e o sign an agreemen ha he ha e read
and nders and all of he COVID Rehearsal Proced res o lined belo before
he can en er heir firs in-person rehearsal.

(1) BEFORE REHEARSALS
(1.1) Monitor your health. To enter rehearsal:
- NO COVID symptoms for at least 72 hours
- NO fever for at least 72 hours
- HAVE NOT BEEN OUT OF THE COUNTRY 14 days prior to rehearsal unless
vaccinated and exempt from quarantine restrictions
- NEGATIVE COVID test if you ve had persistent symptoms within 14 days of rehearsal
(1.2) Cast members are asked to fill out an online assessment form before coming to each
rehearsal
- Form will be supplied by the Production Stage Manager prior to the first rehearsal
(1.2) Pack all supplies needed. We ask that supplies are not shared between cast members.
- Script
- Pencil
- Mask (required until further notice)
- Water and Snacks
- Ask cast to refrain from going out to get food during breaks
- All food (except water) will not be consumed in rehearsal room
(1.3) Mainstage will not be bringing masks for individuals who did not bring one of their own. A
limited supply of masks are available for emergencies.

(2) IN CASE OF SICKNESS
(2.1) If cast or team member is sick
- NEGATIVE COVID TEST: follow guidelines from (1.1)
- POSITIVE COVID TEST: immediate rehearsals will be cancelled and cast/parents will be
notified about how to proceed
-

-

All cast and team members who were in contact with the individual who tested
positive with COVID will book an appointment or walk-in at their local health unit
or hospital to be tested for COVID-19. Additionally, will follow quarantine
protocols set by the Government of Ontario while waiting for test results
Further cases will extend pause of rehearsals
Cast member(s) who have tested positive for COVID must be cleared by their
local health unit and receive two negative tests before returning to rehearsal

(2.2) If outside of rehearsals, a cast or team member comes in contact with someone who tests
positive for COVID (like a household member, relative, classmate, etc.)
- CANNOT ENTER REHEARSAL without proof of a negative COVID test. Additionally, will
follow quarantine protocols set by the Government of Ontario while waiting for test
results
- Follow guidelines from (1.1)

(3) ENTERING REHEARSALS
(3.1) Mainstage team members will be scheduled to arrive before cast to prepare the space and
ensure it adheres to our safety guidelines.
- Mainstage team will be equipped with disposable gloves and cleaning supplies for
necessary preparations
- Mainstage will inquire into cleaning and disinfection procedures from rental management
to make sure they adequately meet our needs
- Mainstage team will ensure these procedures are applied before each rehearsal
(3.2) Each rehearsal location may have differing limits on the total number of individuals allowed
in the space in order to adhere to COVID health guidelines. These will be taken into
consideration when building the rehearsal schedule.
- When necessary, cast will be broken in groups with different call times, even if learning
the same material
(3.3) Cast members WILL NOT be allowed to enter the rehearsal room until their call time
- Please arrive ON TIME but not early to rehearsals

-

Please wait outside of the building until your call time
Cast members WILL NOT be permitted to wait in hallways outside of the rehearsal room

(3.4) Cast members are asked to wash their hands before entering the rehearsal room.
- Allowances in time will be made between cast members call time and start of rehearsal
- In case hand washing is not possible, hand saniti er will be provided
- We also recommend that cast members carry their own supply of hand saniti er
(3.5) Temperature checks may be taken upon entering the rehearsal room
(3.6) Each cast member will have a designated space in the rehearsal room.
- All of the cast members belongings must stay within this designated space when not in
use for the rehearsal
- Cast members will stay at these designated spaces while they are not being used during
the rehearsal, unless otherwise instructed by the Mainstage team

(4) DURING REHEARSALS
(4.1) Physical distancing of at least 2 metres (or 6 feet) should be observed when possible
during rehearsal.
- Cast members remain at designated spaces when not being used in rehearsal
- Cast members must wear a mask at all times
- Physical contact during staging and choreography will be avoided when possible
- Cast members should not handle items in the rehearsal room that are not necessary to
them or the rehearsal
- In the case rehearsal props are necessary, they will only be handled by the required cast
members and disinfected after use by the rehearsal manager
(4.2) Breaks will still be held, with limitations
- When possible, breaks will be staggered to avoid mass circulation in and out of the room
- We recommend that cast members do not leave the rehearsal location to pick up food
during break. Instead, they should come prepared with snacks and water as per article
(1.2).
- Food (other than water) cannot be consumed in the rehearsal room.
- Number of people in the washroom will be limited
- Indications for the max number of people in washrooms will be indicated per
rehearsal location
- Upon return to rehearsal, cast members are asked to once again wash their hands (or
saniti e) before entering the rehearsal room
- Cast members are responsible for disposing of ALL garbage before leaving the
rehearsal room and are asked not to bring in any unnecessary garbage into the room

(4.3) Vocal Rehearsals
- Cast members will be spaced out across the room to respect maximum physical
distancing from each other and from the piano (minimum of 3 metres or 10ft apart)
- When possible, vocal rehearsals will be broken down into small groups to limit
individuals in the room
- Cast members should face side-to-side or back-to-back, but not face-to-face whenever
possible
- Cast members will be asked to bring script, pencil and water (and all other necessary
supplies) with them to their spots and cannot circulate during a vocal rehearsal
- Cast members must wear a mask while singing and learning vocals
- We recommend bringing an extra mask to change into after vocal rehearsals
- When possible, vocal rehearsals will be held virtually
(4.4) Dance Rehearsals
- Cast members will be spaced out across the room to respect physical distancing from
each other while learning choreography
- Mainstage team will be mindful of spacing dance numbers to avoid unnecessary
closeness
- If partnered dance is necessary, cast members will be asked to wear a mask for that
portion of the rehearsal and be asked to wash or saniti e their hands before and after
contact
- Continuous short breaks, will be provided for respiratory safety while dancing
- We recommend bringing an extra mask to change into after dance rehearsals
(4.5) Staging Rehearsals
- Cast members will be spaced out across the room to respect physical distancing from
each other while learning staging
- Cast members will be asked to wear a mask when physical distancing cannot be
respected
- Mainstage team will be mindful of spacing scenes to avoid unnecessary closeness
- Cast members will be asked to wash or saniti e their hands before and after any
necessary contact during staging
- When possible, script and character development rehearsals will be held virtually
(4.6) First Aid
- First aid items can be touched and accessed by the rehearsal manager only
- The rehearsal manager will be required to wear gloves before administering any first aid
and will be required to wash their hands afterwards

-

-

For any simple first aid (ex. Needing a small band-aid), the rehearsal manager will
retrieve the item necessary while wearing gloves and leave it out for the cast member to
pick up and administer themselves
The cast members, when possible, will be asked to saniti e or wash their hands before
and after applying any first aid

(4.7) If a cast member begins FEELING ILL with COVID symptoms during a rehearsal
- A parent/ guardian will be notified
- Cast members will be asked to step out of rehearsal to be picked up by parent/ guardian
- Mainstage will follow up on wellbeing and symptoms of cast member before they can
return to a following rehearsal
- Remainder or rehearsal may be cancelled for the wellbeing of the remaining cast and
team members

(5) LEAVING REHEARSALS
(5.1) Cast members will be released from rehearsals in staggered times to avoid mass
circulations out of room
- Cast is expected to clean up after themselves before they leave the rehearsal room.
- Ensure they have all of their belongings
- Ensure they have picked up and thrown out all garbage
- Cast members may be asked to saniti e their area or any rehearsal items they
manipulated that do not belong to them
- In this case, cleaning supplies will be provided
- Mainstage team will not be taking ANY items that are left behind by cast members,
including scripts or other personal belongings.

